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The nation's leading healthcare performance improvement company
Scroll to learn more


2024 Trends ReportInsights to help you get ahead in 2024. Find out how.






Report
Applying principles of high performance
Applying principles of high performance

Purchased Services Analytics
Uncover the indirect spend insights you need to yield sustainable savings



Blog
A Chief Pharmacy Officer in your C-suite: Vital to health system success
A hospital’s pharmacy department has a strong capacity to bring value — especially if that organization has an established chief pharmacy officer as part of its C-suite.
Report
Record Specialty Drug Approvals, Weight Loss Med Usage Surge in 2024–2025 Drug Prices
Hospitals faced drug shortages and rising costs in 2023. Carina Dolan from Vizient stresses the importance of efficient pharmacy cost management and supply chain improvement.
Blog
Improving patient safety: Early recognition and a timely response to clinical deterioration
In recognition of Patient Safety Awareness Week (March 10-16), Vizient PSO compiled recommendations for healthcare organizations to improve their response to clinical deterioration. Read more and register for our March 13th webinar.




 We solve healthcare challenges for
academic medical centers
community hospitals
integrated delivery networks
non-acute care providers
pediatric facilities
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Optimize your expense management
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Improve your care quality
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Maximize your growth strategy





New: Pharmacy Market Outlook
Stay informed, stay ahead. Get our deep dive into drug price projections and trends that will shape your future spend. Read the report.



What we do
	Lessen the impact of 2024 inflation
	Minimize your total costs
	Manage pharmaceutical spend
	Boost your supply chain assurance
	Prepare and adapt with expert insights and analysis



Latest insights
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Our Impact
[image: NYC_Health_20955_06_250x84.png (Original)]Case studyNYC Health + Hospitals implements a residency program to support and retain first-year nurses








Reimagining care delivery to empower your healthcare workforce
Healthcare workforce solutions designed for the heart of your operation, your teams.



What we do
	Build service line strategies to succeed
	Reduce your clinical variation
	Create strategies to improve patient experience
	Drive high reliability and safety cultures
	Maximize staff retention and efficiency



Latest insights
	[image: 21067-Medical_Nurses_0014_82x78.jpg (Original)]Boosting culture & reliability with digital learningEnhancing staff engagement, fostering a healthy care environment and improving patient safety outcomes with a digital learning system.
	[image: Med_Physicians_0013_82x78.jpg (Original)]White paperExperience quality transformation and financial resilience in healthcare



Our Impact
[image: Advancing Health Equity_20955_02_250x84.png (Original)]Surgeon-led initiative saves $900k, reduces clinical variation Ohio State University surgeons use data-driven approach to cut costs and improve efficiency.








The Latest in Consumer Innovation
Unlock near-term revenue generation and long-term customer loyalty with a renewed focus on consumer strategy



What we do
	Transform your system of care
	Develop a comprehensive roadmap for payment innovation
	Customize the optimal physician strategy for your systems’ growth
	Reenergize your growth agenda with consumer innovation
	Build service line strategies to succeed



Latest insights
	[image: Medical_Technology_0053.jpg (Original)]Q&A Consumer strategy gets the right patients through the door
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Our Impact
[image: Patients_Adult_0076.jpg (Original)]ShareMD & Vizient Case StudyFilling a cardiovascular pipeline
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Let’s discuss your challenges

We'll get back to you very soon.  If you need to reach us immediately, give us a call.

(800) 842-5146

Forgot my password 
New user login








Vizient is trusted by over 50% of U.S. healthcare organizations
Learn about Vizient

	97%
of academic medical centers in the U.S.


	60%
of acute care hospitals in the U.S.


	>25%
of the non-acute market in the U.S.




Learn about Vizient




Speak with our team of experts to learn more


Send a message
Share your contact details and we’ll get back to you
Contact our team
Call our team
Speak directly with our experts
(800) 842-5146
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